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This question, occasionally asked by humanists, warrants an answer, even though, for anyone involved
in the climate change movement, it seems obvious that climate change has everything to do with
everyone1, and that taking action on it is urgent.
Many of the organisations and charities that humanists support are already represented in the broad
coalition that makes up Stop Climate Chaos2: development charities like Oxfam and Practical Action with
experience of how climate change affects the poorest people on this planet; wildlife charities such as the
RSPB and the WWF that worry about the negative effects of global warming on the natural world;
transport and energy campaigns and trades unions lobbying for investment in clean sustainable energy
sources for long-term energy security as well as to reduce CO2 emissions... They are joined by faith
groups and the BHA, organisations with ethical concerns about the impacts on present and future
generations (and, of course, all parents and grandparents have an obvious personal stake in the future).
The scientists that humanists, amongst others, rely on for understanding the world are concerned too: no
reputable climate scientist disputes the theory of human-caused global warming, and institutions such as
the Royal Society have published statements on it3. Even the institutional investors4 that manage our
savings and pensions are taking climate change into account when considering mid- to long-term
prospects. It would be odd if humanist were not concerned.
Like the humanist movement, the climate chaos movement is keen to show itself as not only antisomething, but in a positive light. It's not always easy - highlighting climate chaos and possible energy
shortages and rising prices, contesting economic growth based on endless consumption, asking for any
kind of personal sacrifice, are not cheerful messages, but until they are accepted by the majority little will
be achieved. And there is a positive side, one that our government would be listening to if its thinking
stretched further than the next election. The technologies we need to become carbon neutral by 2030
exist now and more are on the horizon, and there are potentially millions of new jobs in green industries,
savings to be made on investing in rail rather than airport expansion, and some kudos and boosts to the
economy to be had in leading the way on green investment and renewable energy, rather than dragging
our heels and doing the bare minimum.
Humanists can bring useful and distinctive strands to discussions about climate change5 - but perhaps
more importantly, given the imminence of some crucial government decisions, we can add our numbers
to the campaigns needed to keep climate change and truly sustainable energy on the political agenda as
what is currently lacking is political will and public investment. The "greenest government ever" has
proved a disappointment, seemingly preferring short-term fixes of yet more fossil fuels ("fracking" could
come to a site near you!6) and energy-switching to investment in long-term secure and sustainable
sources. If your MP knows that a substantial proportion of the electorate cares about issues such as
clean energy, sustainable public transport, energy efficiency, pollution, conservation of the countryside
and wildlife... s/he is more likely to take these issues seriously. An MP once told me that for every letter
they receive MPs assume there are 40 or so constituents who would agree but can't be bothered to
write, a substantial multiplier which makes writing seem even more worthwhile7.
Although there will be humanists who criticise religious leaders, most recently the Pope8, for jumping on
the green bandwagon with talk about the need for stewardship of God's creation and for reining in
human greed and materialism, and some might not want to join that club, it is important in democracies
that as many people as possible recognise the problems, sign up to the solutions, and make their voices
heard. And that includes us.
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